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Eden Brent - Something Cool (2003)

  

    01. Midnight Train to Georgia  02. I'd Rather Drink Muddy Water  03. Send Me to the 'lectric
Chair  04. Ain't Gonna Be Your Lonely Fool  05. I Can't Seem to Lose This Memory  06. South
Africa  07. Ev'ry Time We Say Goodbye  08. Simple Geometry  09. Something Cool  10.
Nobody Knows You When You're Down and Out  11. We've Already Said Goodbye    Eden
Brent (Piano, Vocals)  Donnie Brown (Bass)  Chuck Lawson (Double Bass)  Mike Dill (Drums) 
Kevin Lewis (Alto Saxophone)    

 

  

An album by a Mississippi songstress on the Digest? How come? Well, Eden Brent is currently
in South Africa for her appearance with Valiant Swart on the "Rainbow Blues" show at the
KKNK. And to sing about South Africa, the country she loves so much. Read on...

  

'Something Cool' is Eden Brent's debut CD, but hey, this gal she sure ain't no beginner. Eden
Brent was born on 16 November 1965 in Greenville, Mississippi, but she had this cool piece of
work recorded at Sounds Unreel Studio in Memphis, Tennessee and she also produced it. The
gentlemen who made this piece of art possible with her, are Donnie Brown on electric bass,
Mike Dill on drums, Chuck Lawson on double bass and Kevin Lewis on alto saxophone.
Engineering and mixing went through Dawn Hopkins, while the mastering was & well & truly
mastered by Brad Blackwood.

  

Eden first made people look up from their TV-dinners when she appeared on blues broer
Valiant Swart's TV series, 'Veertig Dae Deur Die Delta'. The unsettling way she can find her
way blindfolded through a piano, her sunny smile, her dance in the setting sun, her stunning
voice - like the colour of nutmeg, and of course her gentle rapport with old Boogaloo Ames*,
playing and singing alongside him on the piano while Valiant was strumming away on the guitar.
A truly unforgettable scene.
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So it's quite normal to want more from Eden. Lo and behold, here's 'Something Cool', a mix of
slow deep intense blues, here and there a crisp jazzy beat, and honest words from deep within
Eden's heart. Something rather astounding can be found in Track 6 - 'South Africa' - a song
dedicated to the country she recently met, the people, her footprints through the land. It speaks
to you. Other tracks from her heart are 'Ain't Gonna Be Your Lonely Fool', 'We've Already Said
Goodbye', the frisky cool 'Simple Geometry', and 'I Can't Seem To Lose This Memory'. Lift your
bourbon an' ice to many more tunes like these.

  

Eden also does her magic quite langourously with 'I'd Rather Drink Muddy Water' and the
succulently slow 'Nobody Knows You When You're Down and Out'. At the end of this one, she
sends the piano out - first to thrash you, then smooth your trenchcoat, and finally she sets you
off to Neverland with the blue voice that sees everything.

  

Yes, Eden beckons you closer - to come on the 'Midnight Train to Georgia'. But she'll bring you
right back with 'Send Me To The 'lectric Chair'. And you'll stay in her world of smooth blue
warmth and bewitching vocal cords - simply because you want to. --- rock.co.za
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